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IMPORTANT   DISCLAIMER
 

You are not eligible and you are not to purchase any MESH tokens in the MBYS 
and MESH Token Sale (as referred to in this Whitepaper) if you are a citizen, 
resident (tax or otherwise) or green card holder of the United States of America 
or a resident of the People’s Republic of China.

There are risks and uncertainties associated with MBYS and MESH and/or the 
Distributor and their respective businesses and operations, the MESH tokens, 
the MESH Initial Token Sale and the MBYS App (each as referred to in this 
Whitepaper). You can find a description of the risk related to the Token Sale 
under the section Legal, which should be read carefully.

This Whitepaper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be taken or 
transmitted to any country where distribution or dissemination of Token Sale 
or Token Crowdsale like the one described in this Whitepaper is prohibited or 
Restricted.

The MESH tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. 
MESH tokens are utility token and cannot have a performance or a particular 
value outside the MBYS Platform. Therefore this Whitepaper cannot constitute a 
prospectus or offer document for investment in securities.

This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice 
to sell, or any solicitation of any offer by MBYS LLC to purchase any MESH tokens 
or give any help in any investment decision.

You are not eligible and you are not to purchase any MESH tokens in the MESH 
Token Sale (as referred to in this Whitepaper) if you are a citizen, resident (tax 
or otherwise) or green card holder of the United States of America or a resident 
of the People’s Republic of China.
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Executive Summary
MBYS (pronounced moe-bee-uh-s) is a concept for a decentralized 
professional networking platform. We aim to disrupt the current B2B model 
of professional data analytics through the Mutual Exchange Service Hash 
(MESH) Token Protocol. MBYS users would be compensated if companies 
using the platform choose to purchase their professional data using MESH 
Tokens. MBYS seeks to offer a platform where the everyday professional 
can securely connect with others and validate credentials, and effectively 
upgrade their network for the emerging blockchain ecosystem.

Capitalism is based on forming business relationships, getting your services 
noticed by employers, and recruiting of candidates to grow businesses. There 
is a lack of a medium that facilitates secure professional networking, and no 
system exists that can facilitate the direct purchase of profile information.

User-generated data is unjustly stolen and is sold to human resources and 
employment data analysts, typically without consent, or even the user’s 
knowledge. Additionally, middlemen like LinkedIn make a killing off the data 
that users themselves took the time to produce. The owners of the professional 
networking profiles never see a dime.

MBYS aims to offer a seamless way for working and job-seeking professionals to 
connect with each other through the MBYS Platform, which would be the first use 
case of the MESH Token Protocol. Users access the platform by purchasing MESH 
Tokens, which would also be granted for a variety of activities on the platform; 
including making connections, being an intermediary for connections, and 
voluntarily selling professional data to businesses.

Additionally, MBYS seeks to offer talent recruiting data pools that are accessible 
only in exchange for MESH Tokens. Businesses would pay a variable amount of 
MESH Tokens to use the service. These sales fuel participation rewards on the 
platform.

MBYS proposes to pre-sell credits (tokens called Mutual Exchange Service Hash, 
or “MESH” Tokens) to access and utilize the full functionality of the platform. 
Following the MESH Token sale, MESH will also be available to purchase from 
the MBYS Platform. MESH will be available for purchase to platform users. 
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Objectives of the Platform

• Empower professionals that meet face-to-face to seamlessly trade important 
contact and professional information, while organizing these contacts and 
providing updates so these encounters are not forgotten.

• Help recruiters by making it effortless and less costly to reach out and advertise 
their events and recruitment processes. Cutting out the middleman leads 
to an increase in event traffic and higher quality candidates due to profile 
validation, a function of the MESH professional networking blockchain.

• Organize one’s professional network, replace traditional business cards, as 
well as motivate the user to make more personal connections.

Objectives of the Token Protocol 
• Reward holders with MESH tokens for making connections, being an 

intermediary for connections, and selling professional data to recruiters.

• Securely store and encrypt your professional information, platform activity, 
and your contact list in a storage node on the MESH network.

• Grant users full autonomy in choosing which companies, if any, they would 
like to sell their data to.

• Issue rewards to users in the form of MESH tokens.

• Give companies a way to select the type of data they would like to analyze 
with our decentralized filtration process, which would provide the company 
with a list of validated profiles that fit a desired criteria.

• Deliver only fully validated profiles to companies if users in the network 
matching the desired fields choose to sell their data to these companies, 
afterwhich these transactions are verified by delegated proof-of-stake, or 
DPOS, in which members of the MESH network confirm a transaction of 
professional data on the platform. A more detailed description of DPOS can 
be found in the MESH Token section of the whitepaper.

• Prevent companies from pre-screening your private data, and place the full 
power of the data exchange in the hands of the user.
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The Problem
Modern professionals have no way to choose who gets to view and manipulate 
their social profile data, and no way to ensure the secure transfer of information 
between people they wish to have a digital relationship with. More troubling, 
however, are the hundreds of millions of networking platform users that go 
unrewarded after their profiles are sold to third parties.

The Current Options
Analysis by our team, robust market research, and hands-on experience in 
professional networking have left us with the conclusion that the available 
platforms are simply not effective enough tools for professionals.

Companies seeking professional data services are limited to only a few sources, 
the largest being LinkedIn. The absence of many competitors has resulted in a 
monopolistic platform that is wrought with inactive and dishonest profiles.

Both job seekers and employers are at a disadvantage when recruiting 
strategies have a weak foundation. A recruiting campaign may yield thousands 
of candidates, but what value do their profiles offer if they are uninterested, 
unresponsive, or unqualified?

Quality of talent data is important to companies, and as the job search becomes 
digital, businesses may run into these problems more often. There is currently no 
option that assures recruiters of a profile’s credibility and fit for a role.

Companies are also required to pay an absurd premium to access LinkedIn 
data, which becomes financially taxing as requested sample sizes grow. There 
are inexpensive services offered by comparable startups, but they fall short 
under a variety of circumstances.

Take Indorse for example, a virtual CV blockchain application. Indorse allows 
incentives to be attained for verifying skills of others and proposes a monetization 
strategy based on advertising revenue1. They also make the claim that the 
platform would let the user take ownership of their data.

Unfortunately, the platform relies on profile information being public, which is 
necessary to accumulate “indorsements” via a smart contract. Even if data is 
anonymized, there is still a likelihood of traceability. A user may still want to keep 
themselves and their activities entirely private, and they deserve the right to do 
so while still reaping a portion of the rewards on the platform. Additionally, the 
targeted advertisements on the platform imply that profile data will be sold to 
third parties, while Indorse keeps an arbitrary 50% of the proceeds2.

WayUp, a mobile-first recruiting platform, offers customizable profiles and 
interview coaching for students and recent graduates. Profile data is not 

1 Indorse Pte. Ltd., 2017. Indorse White Paper Version 1.1, Indorse Pte. Ltd., pg. 16
2 Indorse Pte. Ltd., 21
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anonymized on the platform3, and members have neither knowledge nor 
control over third party usage of their data.

WayUp is intended to be used for corporate recruiting, but the platform is missing 
the critical feature of human-to-human networking. A survey conducted by 
LinkedIn on its users, a population approaching 500 million, indicated that 
61% of professionals refer candidates to help their friends or colleagues4. This 
gives credence to the argument that who you know matters most in a career 
journey. Thus, there needs to be an option that facilitates networking based on 
real relationships.

While not resolving problems with the method, quality, or security of online 
networking, companies such as Datum aim to give users an avenue to profit 
from the data they create by using a secure smart contract blockchain5. Datum 
does not, however, offer recourse for a growing user demographic that both 
desires privacy and wants the benefits of social media platforms.

The MESH Professional Networking Token Protocol will be a break from the 
current set of options that fail to deliver a comprehensive solution to the 
growing list of problems that users - both professionals and recruiters - of 
professional networking technology bear.

The Depersonalization of the Professional Network
Of the over 400 million LinkedIn users, nearly 33% admitted to connecting with 
someone they did not know personally6. Many of the“connections” on LinkedIn 
are not truly accurate reflections of the real world social networks that people 
have. Depersonalization has voided the value of digital professional networks 
because supposedly useful data for recruiting talent is not reliable.

Our professional connections may seem to be growing in quantity, but they are 
plummeting in quality. Not to mention, maintaining and forming relationships, 
adding contacts to your network, facilitating connections, and essentially 
everything else you do on LinkedIn is unencrypted.

Networking and career advancement should be rewarded by society. Moreover, 
it should be the user’s choice to sell from their data. Most importantly, we intend 
to reward quality data sharing, rather than the volume of data sharing. In 
other words, users are not rewarded solely for participation – token rewards 
are granted only if randomly selected users reach a consensus regarding the 
validity of actions over the network. Ultimately, the users of the Token Protocol 
will decide the outcome of transcation events that are core to the network. This 
is explained further in the Delegated Proof of Stake description in the Variable 
Authority section of the Whitepaper.
3 WayUp 2017. WayUp: Jobs & Internships for College Students and Recent Grads, 

https://www.wayup.com/
4 LinkedIn 2015. The Ultimate List of Hiring Statistics For Hiring Managers, HR Professionals, 

and Recruiters, LinkedIn Talent Solutions, pg. 2
5 Datum 2017. White Paper V14, Datum Network, pg. 5
6 LinkedIn Talent Solutions, pg. 6
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The Solution: 
Mutual Exchange Service Hash Protocol 
(MESH) 

Ending the Rule of Thieves
The Mutual Exchange Service Hash (MESH) Token Protocol gives the user direct 
control over their data and democratizes the collection and sale of data to 
companies seeking talent. This in turn empowers users by returning complete 
control of how their data gets used, sold, and accessed. Users are motivated 
to use the MESH Token utility for data storage and professional networking 
which has the benefit of privacy and MESH Token rewards for the quality and 
frequency of participation.

The MESH Professional Networking Protocol runs on a secure smart 
contract blockchain that enables its users to grow connections and 

retake control of their professional data.

The MESH Token enables secure data storage and exchange. The professional 
data marketplace offers incentives in the form of MESH Tokens to individuals 
who choose to share their information. The protocol effectively removes the 
middleman, and enables profile owners to receive tokens if companies request 
access to their data through the MBYS Platform. MESH leverages BigChain DB 
to provide a scalable and decentralized data storage backend.

Disrupting Talent Acquisition
MESH Tokens will be returned to the MBYS Platform through talent search and 
human resource acquisition data requests. MBYS also offers incentives in the 
form of tokens for actions such as sharing data and networking. In short, the 
future of the network is purely user controlled – the objective is to democratize 
the professional data marketplace

MESH Tokens are a requirement for accessing the MBYS recruiting and 
professional data pool. The MESH Tokens sent to the MBYS Platform for these 
services will go into the MESH pool, 50% of which go to the users selling their 
data, 40% for in-application MESH Token rewards for engagement, and 10% to 
the platform to cover platform expenses.
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Decentralizing the Professional Network
The Mutual Exchange Service Hash Token Protocol is designed to decentralize 
professional interaction through the creation of a blockchain-based user 
facilitated medium of exchange without a central governing entity. The open 
sourced protocol will give professionals complete control over the access to 
their data from companies seeking talent.

Blockchain Utility
MESH and the MBYS Platform apply blockchain not only for the secure, 
distributed storage of data, but also for the seamless transfer of data, once 
a company has paid for decrypted data using a data search. Transactions 
are hosted on a distributed ledger, in which network members validate the 
involved parties.

Additionally, the validation and insurance against fraud that blockchain offers, 
particularly with DPOS, is something that increases the value of data in the 
platform, and motivates users to be more engaged with third parties of their 
choosing. Without integrating decentralized protocols, transfers of data would 
not be seamless, nor linked to our mechanism of currency, thus reducing the 
layer of variable authority to a tangential benefit of the platform.

MESH Smart Contract
Using the Protocol, a company seeking a large amount of professional data 
to analyze can use MESH via a smart contract associated with a target profile 
element. This data request is then made accessible to the token holder, and 
individual users can engage with that company through the smart contract 
and be rewarded with MESH for participation with the content. This aspect of the 
protocol and the MESH rewarded for user’s volunteering their profile information 
relies entirely on the user’s consent. To ensure companies are obtaining the 
data they asked for, a validation process using a modified BitShares DPOS 
protocol is employed.

The MESH Economy
All data is encrypted and protected using AES25-GCM with 256 bit key size for 
every 128-bit block, ensuring data integrity. This will be contained in storage 
nodes as part of the BigChain DB cluster.

The proprietary pricing algorithms MBYS uses are based on historical data 
requests through other services.
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Rewards are provided to MBYS users through the following activities:
• Connecting with someone through a QR code or a pin

• Being an intermediary on two of your contacts exchanging information

• Validating someone’s profile

• Being a witness through DPOS

• Selling data to recruiters and responding to general data requests

Companies will be able to interact with this economy by obtaining:
• Access to secure data that has been validated and is thus of high quality

• Lower costs than current options

• Communication with highly motivated and interested professionals

High Level Overview

Make a connec�on

50% of sales to 
users

10% to MBYS pla�orm

Companies pay tokens
For data requests

40% indirectly
trough networking

User 1 User 2

The following diagram displays the MESH ecosystem overview:
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P2P MESH Transactions
The diagram below illustrates the P2P transactions that take place through 
the MESH Protocol:

• A user submits data to the MBYS platform using the client software (the 
mobile application) which is linked to the BigchainDB client server API.

• The user also pays gas to pay the data. Gas refers to the transaction cost of 
running the smart contract.

• Your profile is stored in BigchainDB which is linked to your contact list (which 
is also stored in BigChainDB).

• The storage node will receive the data and store the data, afterwhich it is 
replicated to many other storage nodes.

Smart Contract Mechanism

User makes profile
With BigChain DB API
A�er Purchasing 1 MESH

Buyers and Contacts

Off-chain key exchange
occurs to release data

Tokens paid to users

Storage node mines
allows for sawing and

transmi�ng Encrypted data

Data is encrypted
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The diagram below illustrates the MESH encryption and storage process:

• A user scans another user’s QR code, or inputs a specific code that is 
unique to another user, afterwhich the decryption key is sent to the user, 
who receives your full contact list and data that you entered, where it is 
stored in your contacts list, which itself is stored in a storage node. Note: you 
could also just add profiles of people who are not on the MBYS platform, 
to store your contacts so that you could interact with them using the MBYS 
platform. Imagine this as at this point as a rolodex that is organized and 
keeps you updated about it.

• Once the profile reaches a contact list, your first line of data would read 
“Omar Zaki - [Current Profession]” and would be permanently decrypted 
allowing you to see if you are interested in any of your contact’s contacts.

• 1 MESH token would be awarded to both users participating in the 
transaction. As the network grows, the token reward for connecting will 
become a fractional MESH token

User to User

Profile

User 1 User 2

User 1 scans QR code

User 2 grants approval
and sends decryp�on

Profiles Encrypted

Tokens Distributed

BigChain DB
Storage Node

Profile

MESH 
Pool
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The diagram below depicts the MESH networking process:

• Clicking on one connection’s profile allows the user to access their contact’s 
contact list, upon approval.

• Clicking on a connection prompts a message to both that connection, 
and the connection upstream that requests approval.

• If both approvals are granted, then a decryption key to that contact’s data 
is unlocked and thus begins the infinite loop of contact making. Rewards 
are capped for 10 connections in one contact list. Afterwards, you can 
continue networking/serving as an intermediary for one specific contact, 
but you can no longer receive MESH Tokens for the action.

• Afterwards, the intermediary is awarded 2 MESH tokens, while both ends 
receive 1 token. As the network grows, the nominal rewards will diminish, but 
the ratio of intermediary to connection rewards (2:1) will remain constant. 

Token Awarded

Storage Node

Networking

Token rewards for
intermediary networking 
are limited to 50 contacts,
a�erwards they are 
unearnable

MESH rewards trough introduc�ons
are limited to 50 contacts per profile,
a�erwards addi�onal rewards are 
una�ainable

Would like to
connect with you

“Mary - Ar�st” is permanently
decrypted, the rest of the
profile informa�on is
permamemtly decrypted

Mary - Ar�st

Contact List

Mary - Ar�st

Approve Disapprove

Awarded 
2 MESH tokens
for Approval

De
cr

yp
te

d

Token Awarded

Would like to be
connected with

Mary - Ar�st

John - Doctor

Approve Disapprove

Jack - Teacher

Kylie - Model

(in another user’s contact list)

Name - Profession

Name - Profession

Name - Profession
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B2C MESH Transactions
This diagram shows the company/user (B2C) dynamic on the MESH Token 
Protocol:

• A data consumer declares an interest to purchase a specific subset of data 
on the platform using our web API.

• After the request, the MBYS Platform notifies user(s) of the company seeking 
data given the specific field. Note: if a user chooses to sell data, they will 
receive notifications from the companies in the NewsFeed.

• Afterwards, people who fit this description will see a notification on the 
mobile app, and click on it in the Newsfeed, sending their profiles to MBYS’ 
variable authority.

• The variable authority process will operate in a similar way as BitShares 
DPOS protocol, where each public/private key pair is assigned a weight, 
and a threshold is defined for the authority.

• In order for a transaction to be valid, enough entities must sign so that 
the sum of their weights meets or exceeds the threshold. For example, in a 
transfer of professional data from a user to a corporation seeking data to 
analyze, both users must confirm the validity of the transfer taking place in 
order for the MESH Token and subsequent decryption key to transfer from 
the user to the company.

• This makes use of the BitShares Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPOS), whereby 
a set of N witnesses signs the blocks and are voted on by those using the 
network with every transaction that gets made. Unlike other methods of 
securing cryptocurrency networks, each client in a DPOS system has the 
ability to decide who is trusted, rather than trust remaining concentrated in 
the hands of those with the most resources7.

7 BitShares 2017. BITSHARES 2.0, General Overview, pg. 8

Token Awarded

DPOS

Step 2 Step 3

Web API Web APINewsfeed Structure

Company X is 
Looking For

ABC School XYZ Skill

New Search Request

ABC School

Your request has been 
processed. You will receive
a Full answer within
24 hours

Valida�on is ensured 
that fields match

Data $  Data $
XYZ Skill

New Search Request

ABC School

Your request has 
returned  543 user 
results

Access the data here <url>

XYZ Skill
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• DPOS is designed to optimize performance of the nominal condition of 
100% participation of honest nodes with robust network connections. This 
gives DPOS the power to confirm transactions with 99.9% certainty in an 
average of 1.5 seconds. We will implement this using Graphene.

• Validation is also ensured, by requiring that every profile is verified by two 
connections, which can only occur after you make 10 connections. This 
process allows you to have access to sell your data. If you verify someone’s 
profile, you get 1 MESH Token.

 

The diagram below illustrates the MESH validation system:

• Afterwards, the company pays the specific fee they are charged in the 
marketplace. Given prior data requests from LinkedIn, we are able to 
optimize the number of fields searched, as well as number of profiles to 
come to a value in terms of how much to charge companies for data. We 
would aim for the price to be lower than the current options.

• MESH Tokens are the required method of payment. This means that recruiters 
will need to purchase MESH Tokens through an exchange. Without an 
exchange, the MBYS Platform administrator may accept a direct sale of 
MESH Tokens for Ether (ETH). 50% of the tokens for the sale go to the users 
engaging in the sale, 40% goes into the MESH pool and 10% goes to the 
MBYS Platform.

• Once this request is posted, users have 24 hours to respond, with users 
responding in the first hour getting rewarded with a 24% bonus, which 
decreases every hour by 1% until the 24th hour, during which the sale closes. 
After the sale closes, the transaction ends, and MESH Tokens are given to 
MBYS, and MBYS transfers the decryption keys for the fields of interest.

Profile Valida�on

You Can Now Sell Your Data
(10 or more connec�ons required 
for this verifica�on process to occur, 
a�er which you can then sell your data.)

User

User  Verified

User  Validated

Connec�on

Approve Disapprove

Connec�on

Approve Disapprove

Consensus

Marketplace

If the two validators dissagree, a different random
set is selected un�l consensus is reached.
This creates, in effect, a valida�on chain.
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• MESH Tokens are aggregated into a MESH pool. Divisions of the tokens are 
done in the pool, after which the tokens are locked up. There is a monthly 
vesting period, during which the locked up MESH Tokens are then released 
and given as rewards for the tokens earned by users in the last 10 months, 
with 10% being allocated equally to each of the months. This is our payment 
assurance and abuse prevention mechanism.

Variable Authority
The following diagram shows MESH distribution from the MESH pool:

A slightly modified version of the DPOS verification is the protocol for verification 
of data submitted to companies. DPOS assigns a set of random 20 witnesses 
from the network. The initial 20 profiles will be randomly selected, with accuracy 
rates being posted in settings. Users can then vote on the witnesses. The user 
must stake a set quantity of MESH tokens, beginning at 0.5 MESH tokens for the 
time being (until the network grows larger), and the user is rewarded 0.5 MESH 
Tokens for accurately voting for 20 profiles. The user loses a portion of their stake 
for innacurate voting. This is done to prevent abuse and ensure tuthfulness of 
profile data

*Distributed tokens

MESH Pool

In User Experience

3 month inves�ng period

MESH Distribu�on Mechanism

Any�me a MESH token is earned, it is placed into a  MESH pool. 

40% Allocated
to Networking

Rewards

10% Pla�orm

MBYS
Wallet

0 Mesh

50% Allocated
to Data Sales

My Profile

My Balance
5 MESH Tokens

Tokens
delivered
to User’s
wallet

MBYS
Wallet

5 Mesh

My Profile

My Balance
5 MESH Tokens

*Distribu�on swown does not
include interest discussed in
whitepaper

MESH Tokens
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Witness voting
You have 30 votes remaining. You can vote for a maximum 30 witnesses.

Witness Profession Accuracy MESH Tokens

01 Omar Doctor 97% 45

02 Kate Teacher 93% 48

03 Nick Artist 92% 43

04 Mike Banker 95% 44

05 Sarah Investor 90% 44

06 Michelle Lawyer 88% 32

07 Rob Engineer 87% 28

08 Kylie Model 99% 39

All data of the witnesses is stored as “first name - profession” which is already 
permanently decrypted. The witnesses are prompted to match the field a user 
submitted to the field requested. All the other data is encrypted other than “first 
name - profession” and the field of interest. Once the matching is complete, the 
witness is awarded 0.25 MESH Tokens.

Feedback will be given by the company to the MBYS Platform by a simple 
Web API plugin that runs a query to make sure everything matches. The 
witness sends their data in batches, so MBYS is able to obtain feedback on 
each witness, posting their accuracy. The more tokens awarded for being an 
accurate witness, the more influence the witness has. The community also has 
a way to flush out bad actors and at the same time recognize new valuable 
members simply because voting is always going on in the background. Every 
2 weeks, the lowest 5 witnesses will get randomly replaced, and after 10 weeks, 
the witnesses will be fully replaced.

Abuse Prevention
Given how simple and intuitive the MESH Token reward process seems, it may be 
faced with users that seek to participate fraudulently by listing false professional 
credentials. This is resolved, however, through features of the platform and token 
protocol.

One factor that maintains platform integrity is the MESH Token vesting period. 
Delayed token rewards for platform activities allows adequate time for validation 
and approval of various transactions. The 3 month vesting period of MESH 
Tokens in the broader MESH pool enables the accurate rewarding of users.

Open Source & Core Components (dApps)
The MESH utility is not fixed to MBYS. Rather, it is built to be its own decentralized, 
autonomous protocol that supports several dApps. The following are the core 
components we plan on using and their function with the MBYS Platform:
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• MBYS DE: Deployment engine (DE) for profiles and content, linking them 
back to tokens and Ethereum smart contracts.

• BigChainDB: All storage of contacts lists and user profiles will be contained 
in BigChainDB, a scalable blockchain database. Private keys to these 
databases will be linked to smart contracts that are activated.

• Truffle: Will be used as a development environment for Ethereum smart 
contracts, which includes smart contract compilation, linking, deployment 
and binary management.

• Graphene: Will allow integration with Bitshares’ DPOS system. This is a 
database portion of the blockchain stack and supports faster load and exit 
times, parallel access to the database and is more robust against crashes 
than its predecessor.

• Spectrum: Will be the wallet that MBYS will use which is under development 
by Digix.

• Status: We intend to allow other users to be able to contact each other 
in the future. This will be through an integration with Status, which allows 
chatting on the blockchain.

• Indorse: To ensure that skills reported there are actually verifiable.

The open source nature of the service layer will allow us to integrate easily with 
other 3rd party applications.

MBYS will first be launched as a mobile application for users, and a web 
application for companies, and then both will be on mobile and the web in 
the future.

Levels of MBYS Pla�orm

Mobile
App

Other
Apps

Web
API

Plus ExpressAPI - Node .js

EthereumBigChain DB

Services - Smart Contract 
for Token Private Key Exchanges
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Initial Use Case: The MBYS Platform
A mobile-first solution for data-conscious professionals  

seeking closer relationships

Platform Features
Profile Creation

The user will construct their own virtual business card of sorts. They will enter 
the information as seen in the diagrams above. This profile will serve as the 
means to connect with members of their network after personal, face-to-face 
meetings.

MBYS Networking

First Name and Profession 
permanently decrypted 
to contact list.

Blockchain DB Hash

Blockchain DB Hash

Blockchain DB Hash

Profile

Include |Min5, Max20| Exclude |Min5, Max20|

Current or past company/Including specific companies

Industry

Job Titles|Max od 20|

Job Func�on

Seniority Level

 Accoun�ng  Crea�ve

 Senior Level  Owner  New College Grad
* Years of experience 

 1-3 Years

Job Func�on

Skills |Max 10| Degrees Groups

Skils Degrees Groups

Loca�on

Geography |Global, Mul�ple|

All Other Data

Once in Contact List

Encrypted

Non-Sensi�ve
Informa�on

Last Name
College
Loca�on

Highly Encrypted

John - Doctor
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Connecting

Users are able to connect with people through a QR code or by entering a 6 
digit code. Users will be able to add other users as connections so that they 
can easily access each other’s information, with approval from both ends, 
which is rewarded with MESH tokens.

Calendar

This feature organizes customized networking and recruiting events for users 
and displays them in a coherent, sleek calendar view. This allows users to 
take advantage of all of their networking opportunities with little effort, while 
simultaneously allowing companies, firms, and universities to promote their 
customized events and information, serving as an outlet to increase the 
attendance and visibility of their events and conferences. Additionally, users 
can form events with a specific contact.

Reminders

You can turn on and turn off reminders for everyone in your network. You can 
even be reminded of a specific connection -- ensuring that your MBYS Network 
remains strong, meaningful, and personal.

Mesh will send push notifications to users, prompting them to follow up and 
keep in touch with their contacts. This feature ensures that once connections 
between professionals are made, they remain strong, meaningful, personal 
relationships. By facilitating the process of following up, we are allowing users 
to build stronger relationships to their contacts that are more conducive to 
quality and duration. Additionally, there is an option to be prompted (after 
increments of customizable time periods) to contact specific connections.

My Meshes

You can organize your contact list by “Meshes” which are essentially groups 
for your professional network. You can also have the same person as part of 
different Meshes. These allow you to know the role each contact plays in your 
network.

Data Sales

Users are notified when a company requests access to their anonymized profile 
data. If the user chooses to accept, they will be awarded a specified amount of 
MESH tokens as a reward for sharing data. If the user chooses to decline, they 
will not earn a reward and the company will not receive access to their data.
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Second Level Features
News Feed

LinkedIn’s News as it is right now is a swarm of irrelevant posts, targeted 
advertisements, and several jobs that simply don’t make any sense. We’ve taken 
all of this away, and you receive job advertisements/posts from companies 
you have subscribed to (if they are not holding a data sale) or sold your data 
to. Additionally, if you input your school, the company is able to develop school 
specific posts that highlight events occurring on campus, deadlines, etc.

This centralizes all recruiting to one application, while decentralizing the 
process from a network standpoint.

• The Newsfeed is stocked with memos, information, and reminders directly 
from companies and firms in which the user has sold their data to. These will 
include invitations to special recruitment events, advice for the recruitment 
process, and deadline reminders for applications.

• Following user subscription/sale, companies can directly contact and 
inform their potential recruits and employees regarding deadlines, tips, 
advice, events, and more through the use of an account on the web 
application.

• Offers users a way to collectivize all of their professional resources in one 
single spot while allowing companies to send more meaningful information 
out to their potential recruits. This data will be user specific, meaning you 
only get updates from companies you are interested in.

• We envision this service as a decentralized database of updates from 
companies the user cares about.

• At the top part of the Newsfeed will be companies and a MESHToken 
amount that would be awarded for selling your data to that company.
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Web Platform

Company Perspective:

In the MBYS Platform, companies would be able to input a wide profile search 
fields pertaining to education history, work history, disclosed locations, interests, 
and platform activity statistics. The Platform would provide them with a package 
of decrypted profiles that matched the fields they were interested in. The main 
difference here though would be the fact that users are directly selling the 
data and must consent to the decryption, instead of a middleman providing 
the data without regard to the profile owner. The pricing of MBYS Profile data is 
based on proprietary algorithms built using previous data requests made from 
companies to online professional networks. The pricing will aim to be lower 
than the current options.

MBYS Recruiter Packages

Additionally, there are a variety of plans available to companies. The relative 
prices per profile in terms of MESH Tokens of an individual user decreases with 
the time frame of the subscription.

• Plan A: One-time purchases for blocks of data and the ability to post to 
subscribing users.

• Plan B: Full-access annually to data searches. This is determined by how 
the MBYS algorithms will value this data as an annual subscription.

• Plan C: Monthly access to data searches. This would be intended for the 
company who is not searching that often, but doesn’t want to pay the 
amount of MESH Tokens needed for the one time access.

• Plan D: 2 year access. This allows a company to have a full two-year access 
to volunteered platform data.
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Course of Action

Market Need
Modern professionals operate in a job market that is becoming increasingly 
competitive, where strong relationships dictate career paths now more than 
ever.

Online professional network users lack a platform that can meet the need of 
both profile data security and personal control over professional information. 
One of the more problematic aspects of platforms such as LinkedIn is the 
exclusion of the user in the sale of their information to human resources 
departments or company recruiters. In 2016, over $1.3 billion was generated 
from the sale of data. The MESH Token Protocol and MBYS Platform would 
resolve this by shifting the current B2B (“business-to-business) model, in which 
businesses purchase talent data from an intermediary company (ex. LinkedIn), 
to a B2C (“business-to-consumer”) marketplace, where businesses would be 
able to directly purchase professional data from regular app users.

In Q3 2016, 85% of LinkedIn’s $960M revenue was from recruiting and marketing, 
with only a 15% contribution from premium account subscriptions. This translates 
into LinkedIn making nearly $3 billion dollars by selling your data last year. Their 
Recruiter offering requires a subscription to LinkedIn’s data providing service 
that sells your professional data to big companies, with the highest prices 
charged per job opening topping $8000. For less competitive jobs an average 
of 28 applicants applied, and for more competitive jobs an average of 374 
applicants applied. This prices your own data being captured for recruiters to 
analyze as between $533-$800 per job. With nearly 6 million jobs being open 
yearly, this prices the entire market for your own data as between $3.2 Billion 
and $4.8 Billion.

Competitive Advantages
The largest competitor with MBYS is LinkedIn. LinkedIn has a large and long 
established user base, and companies flock to the platform as a standard 
means of recruiting talent. LinkedIn generated over $1.3 billion in revenue from 
selling user data to recruiters; these aspects of the business comprise nearly 
90% of revenues.

MBYS does not propose to fully replace the platform immediately, 
however features of the app and potential user benefits make MBYS a 
useful addition to LinkedIn profiles for professionals and job seekers.
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1. Incentivization: Built in MESH Token rewards for networking and truthful 
engagement may potentially attract users to the Platform. The intention of 
this model is create an alternative networking medium that is in line with 
values of privacy; the purpose of this is to attract a more authentic user 
base than the current options.

2. Price: LinkedIn charges high fees for access to their platform, while MBYS 
would offer the same data for a cheaper, more secure form of payment via 
the MESH Token.

3. Quality: User profiles are validated through a delegated proof of stake. This 
ensures that companies receive truthful user profile information, something 
that is incongruous with LinkedIn’s platform model.

In the Blockchain space, the main competitor for MBYS is Indorse. Users are 
validated and profile quality is ensured -- at least attempted to be ensured -- on 
this platform. However, primary drawbacks include a lack of a clear monetization 
plan and a lack of a networking feature. Elements that will make MBYS a strong 
competitor are the decentralization of data sales, better incentives, and the 
inclusion of a networking feature.

1. Networking: Indorse has no inclusion of a networking aspect. Without any 
way for Indorse users to connect with each other, the probability of retention 
may diminish.

2. Better Incentives: Rather than receiving tokens for commending skills, MBYS 
users would be rewarded tokens directly by companies that may purchase 
their data.

Additionally, users are not validated by members of their network, rather, 
random users are selected to validate, or “indorse” profile achievements. The 
obvious flaw with the model is that, more likely than not, a randomly selected 
user has no idea of the validity of someone’s skills or accomplishments.

Indorse also puts forth the idea that their users are put back in“control”of their 
data. However, a user on the Indorse platform does not have the choice to 
decide if or when their data is sold to a recruiter or advertiser, and they are not 
compensated when their data is sold.

MBYS would resolve the shortcomings of Indorse through the core features of 
the platform, namely, the discretion afforded to users regarding the sale of their 
data, and the built in networking functionality. MBYS is in a position to become 
the first professional network on the blockchain.
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Monetization
The monetization of MBYS is in the promotion of the voluntary platform data 
resources to companies. The objective is to market to companies that may be 
interested in purchasing data through buying MESH Tokens. The blockchain 
linked application will be available for free download on mobile app stores, 
but would require the ownership of a MESH Token to create an account and 
access features.

In the event that a company makes a data transaction, MBYS would reserve 
10% of the total value for the platform. These resources would go towards 
further developing the platform and token protocol. The funds breakdown is 
described in more detail in a later section of this whitepaper.

The nominal value of MESH Tokens held by a MBYS user grows from rewards 
given for making connections, electing to share profile information, and voting 
on the protocol when certain actions are made, for example the sale of a 
user’s data to a company. Token holders will not receive a share of the potential 
earnings of the company, rather, the value they derive is dependent wholly on 
their engagement on the platform.

Execution
Prior the platform launch, MBYS will engage in a marketing strategy targeting 
the following customer groups:

1. Blockchain enthusiasts: This demographic is the primary target audience, 
as many aspects of privacy and data sovereignty appeal to the group. 
Blockchain enthusiasts would likely be the earliest group to adopt the 
platform, given that many people falling under this umbrella may participate 
in the early stages of the token sale.

2. Blockchain startups: This group of businesses may find the platform 
especially appealing for recruiting talent. The features of the platform 
depend on blockchain technology, and new businesses in the space may 
see that their values and mission align with the MBYS user population.

3. Working professionals, age 18 - 34: This demographic, similar to the broad 
category of blockchain enthusiasts, is prone to early adoption and is open 
to new technologies. Additionally, this group may be dissatisfied with current 
options such as LinkedIn for helping them with on-campus recruiting and 
job applications.
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Human resources divisions in large companies have expressed interest in 
recruiting through the MBYS platform, including:

• Citibank

• Boston Consulting Group

• McKinsey & Co.

• Alfa Bank

• Sber Bank

• Deutsche Bank AG

MBYS LLC is considering utilizing a third party marketing service. In the early 
stages, MBYS will use its current staff to curate community relations on platforms 
such as Bitcointalk, Reddit, Facebook, Twitter, and Slack.

The immediate phases of the platform launch include the following:

1. User base: Continue finishing the MESH Prototype based on first level 
features, focusing on establishing a user base consisting of driven students, 
professionals, and firms to increase user rewards and strengthen the 
professional networking processes.

2. Relationship building: Continue establishing professional relationships 
with private firms, non-profit firms, and universities and offer them services to 
better connect with desired recruits.

3. Token launch: Listing MESH on an exchange.

4. User testing: Testing on a variety of users, building out the platform to 
include the full platform model.

5. Full launch: Integrating with our core components and utilizing BigChainDB’s 
API.
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Roadmap 

 > Complete token distributions to selected 
platform users and hire 2 full time sales 
stafff

 > Release Beta v2 Continue recruiting 
companies that would use the MBYS 
platform

Promote token protocol to other startups for 
integration with Indorse, Status, and other 
potential partners

Deploy witness program

 > List the token on an exchange

Allow for open-exchange purchases of MESH 
tokens

Deploy witness program

 > Integrate other platforms on the MBYS 
platform

Full suite of user and corporate level features

Continue recruiting clients that would use the 
MBYS platform

 > Contingent on meeting all milestone 
expectations

Begin development of new platforms using 
the MESH utility token

2018

2019

Q3

Q4
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Token Structure and Allocation
MESH Token Crowdsale
MESH Tokens will be distributed to platform users. 51% of the total token supply 
will be released to initial to users.  No individual buyer may purchase more than 
50 ETH worth of MESH (50,000 MESH). Users that purchase MESH directly from 
the platform will have the ability to exchange the tokens for access to data. 
After the initial tokens are distributed, new MESH tokens can only be acquired 
through the use of the platform (ex. networking, blockchain profile validation, 
etc.) or through a number of different exchanges.

Additional MESH tokens will be released from the platform reserve in the event 
where the open circulation is insufficient to sell tokens to our partners. Then, 
and only then, would we offer additional tokens at market price, which would 
be on a one-off basis, with a maximum of 1% yearly.

MESH tokens from platform participation will be accumulated and automatically 
held in a MESH pool, then are released every three months to users who earned 
them either from data sales or from networking. A certain amount of interest is 
also earned, contingent on the inflation mechanism (see below).

MESH Supply Inflation
MESH tokens will be periodically added to the total supply from the Platform 
Reserve pool following a three month vesting period. When deals with 
companies seeking MESH data are made, 50% of the total MESH supplied by 
the company as payment will go towards the users on the other end of the 
transaction, 40% of the new MESH supply will be distributed across all public 
profile MBYS users as rewards for mechanisms, and 10% of the new MESH supply 
will go to the MBYS platform.

Escrow
Payments made for MESH may be used according to purposes outlined in 
the Use of Funds section of the whitepaper. MBYS has established a system of 
checks and balances to assure the distribution of proceeds from the token 
sale meet the token distribution parameters and KYC protocol requirements.

The smart contract ensures a level of security, which is followed by a multi-
signature release mechanism. The purpose of establishing the escrow is to 
supervise the release of revenue earned in the token sale period. All revenues 
will be controlled by 3 independent actors, as follows:

1. BitTransfer

2. MBYS LLC

3. Armitage LLC

Revenues received through sale will be locked in an escrow wallet until the 
MBYS audit process has been executed, and all tokens have been delivered 
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to all buyers. Once the MESH Tokens have been distributed, escrow actors 
will be able to approve the release of token revenues to USD according to a 
disbursement schedule, then they will be held by MBYS LTD and MBYS LLC.

Disbursement Schedule
Proceeds from the MESH Token Sale will be transferred to USD and will be held 
by either MBYS LLC or MBYS LTD. The portion of token revenue held by MBYS LTD 
shall be used to account for the team in Estonia. Disbursement of revenue will 
also be contingent on the successful completion of milestones and will be 
subject to majority approval from the community of MESH Token holders. The 
utilization of token sale revenue is detailed in the Use of Funds section.

1. 1/3 of revenues will be transferred immediately following the audit after the 
distribution of MESH Tokens purchased during the phases of the token sale.

2. 1/3 of revenues will be transferred upon the launch of the fully functioning 
beta platform. In order for these revenues to be released, the majority of 
token holders must first approve.

3. 1/3 of revenues shall be retained in the Estonia entity to be used for community 
administration, business development and marketing to potential partners 
and users in East African and Asian countries.

Pricing
MESH will be valued at a fixed price of 0.001 ETH each, with a minimum 
participation of 0.02 ETH. 

How to Buy MESH
Users wishing to purchase MESH directly from the MBYS platform will need an 
Ethereum wallet. Users will need any non-exchange ETH wallet to request MESH 
tokens. This ETH wallet will generate a personalized ETH address. When MESH 
Token buying becomes enabled for users , users will be able to specify the 
quantity of ETH they would like to exchange for MESH.
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Token Distribution
There wil be an aggregate supply of 45,000,000 MESH Tokens, and new tokens 
will not be created.  Unsold tokens from the event will be placed in the platform 
reserve, which serves as the pool where users generate new tokens from being 
active platform participants, thus increasing the MESH tokens in circulation 
over time.  Revenues will be capped at the equivalent of 20,000 ETH. Tokens 
will be delivered within one week following the close of the distribution period. 
MESH Tokens will be sold and allocated according to the following diagram: 
51% MESH Crowdsale
MESH will be sold through a public crowdsale. Purchasers will be able to 
purchase MESH through the use of an ERC-20 smart contract using the 
Ethereum protocol. Once the sale is over, there will be no further opportunity 
to buy MESH at a discount fixed rate from the MBYS token sale portal. MESH will 
then be distributed following the sale and an accounting audit process.

21% Platform Reserve
This will be held in reserve to be used as stimulus to run trials on the token 
protocol and establish an active ecosystem within MBYS. These reserve tokens 
will be released slowly over the course of an extended pilot-testing period. In 
addition, the tokens will be available from direct purchases from the platform 
at a price to be set by MBYS, which shall not be less than the discounted price 
obtained in the token sale. Further guidance on this process will be elucidated 
in subsequent documentation prior to the sale of MESH.

25% Management Team

These MESH tokens will be reserved for the company and divided among the 
management team.

3% Bounties and Rewards

This will be allocated as a reward to proactive purchase participants through 
a bounty campaign.
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Use of Funds

55% Token/Platform

These revenues will be used to develop the MESH token protocol and MBYS. This 
includes hiring additional full-time developers, collaborating with other dApp 
platforms to build on the MESH Token protocol, and supporting operations for 
MBYS. Generally, these revenues are earmarked to compensate all personnel 
and partners involved in technical development.

25% Marketing & Sales

These revenues will be used to raise brand awareness and drive new users to 
the platform. We plan to begin with a targeted online marketing campaign 
aimed at reaching users who have had some exposure to online professional 
networking.

8% Equipment

These revenues will be used to acquire information technology management 
assets. This will include the setups used to develop the platform and promote 
original and partnered content.

7% General & Administrative

For day-to-day overhead expenses: rent, utilities, travel, etc. 

5% Legal Fees

5% of revenue or at least $100,000 will be set-aside in reserve for legal 
contingencies.
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Team
Muteramyi Nintunze Co-Founder and CEO

Muteramyi has experience in private equity, consulting, and operations 
management. Most recently, he has served as a managing partner of 
BitTransfer, a blockchain and emerging technologies advisory firm. It was in 
this role where he learned about the growing importance of the personal data 
monetization industry in the global blockchain economy. He has had a great 
degree of experience with Blockchain related ventures and bought his first 
bitcoin in 2015.

Omar Zaki Co-Founder and CTO

Omar also serves as the CEO and Chief Portfolio Manager of Armitage 
Capital, a hedge fund focused on investing in biotechnology companies. Prior 
to this, he was a software developer at several large hedge funds focused 
on biotechnology investing, as well as Morgan Stanley’s Institutional Equities 
Division. He is also a biologist researching the Golgi under the advisory James 
Rothman, attempting to elucidate the structural mechanisms behind intra-Golgi 
protein trafficking. He was an early investor in the crypto space and continues 
to remain passionate about the space. He studied Computer Science, Physics 
and Economics at Yale University.

Mirza Uddin Strategy

Previously an investor at Two Sigma, Mirza has a great deal of experience in 
venture capital, particularly in software investing. Formerly a consultant at BCG 
and an investor at Index Ventures, Mirza has the expertise necessary to push a 
software company through to success. 

Zachary DiMartino UI Developer

Zachary has been designing applications for more than five years. He studied 
biomedical engineering and seeks to combine high quality design with fields 
employing superior technology and scientific methods.

Paa Adu Full Stack Developer

Paa is has been working as a full-stack developer for over five years. He has 
spent time at Google, Facebook, and now Microsoft, where he designs both 
web-based and mobile-based applications.
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Advisory Board
Sami Ahmed

Sami previously worked in a legal capacity for the law firm Gibson Dunn & 
Crutcher LLP, in addition to the Attorney General’s Offices of Georgia and West 
Virginia. He has previous experience as an Associate with the Boston Consulting 
Group and also designed trading algorithms for Google. Sami graduated 
with a B.S. in Economics magna cum laude from the Wharton School at the 
University of Pennsylvania and holds a from Yale Law School.

Jared Polites

Former FBI Analyst that has significant experience in ICO marketing, Jared 
has helped several ICOs get to market with their products. An expert in 
full-service ICO and blockchain campaigns, he has helped several ICOs 
such as Gameflip, Elastos, and TraDove raise a combined $250M USD.  
 
Richard Krawczyk

Having worked on nearly 50 ICOs, Richard has significant expertise 
in helping companies initiate their initial con offering. This particularly 
includes jumping over the compliance hurdles with the SEC such 
as Regulation D and Regulation A+. In the ever-changing regulatory 
environment, we require advisors like Richard to help us navigate the field.   
 
Nikolay Shkilev

Nikolay is an entrepreneur, Co-Founder of “Top ICO Advisors”, rated top 10 in 
People of Blockchain, owner and co-owner of dozens of successful business 
projects, an ICO advisor and ICObench expert. Nicolay has 20 years of 
experience of being involved in large-scale projects, and has many awards 
and titles in the area of IT technologies.

Daniel Shaheen

Daniel has experience in investment banking, private equity, venture capital, 
and consulting. He is passionate about technological advancements and is 
an active angel investor in early-stage companies.
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Additional Notes:  
Tokenization Issuance Model
Given the uncertainty of regulation in the cryptocurrency space, we have 
made transparency and self-regulation a priority. There is clearly a need to 
protect our users. Thus, we’ve put a great deal of effort into ensuring that we 
provide our users with the utmost clarity and legality.

Some may consider this to be a great deal of work for a process considered to 
be “simple”. But given the lawless nature of the cryptocurrency space, we are 
hoping to set the standard for legality, and would like other token sales to follow 
suit. We are hoping the legal structure we have designed weeds out those 
interested in abusing cryptocurrencies.

Corporate MESH Issuance Structure
The MBYS Company aims to have a global team, with one team being in the 
east coast of the USA, another being on the west coast of the USA, and one 
in Estonia. This allows a 24 hour work schedule for the entire company, which 
illustrates our experience that the cryptocurrency world never sleeps.

For persons living in the United States, MBYS LLC will only sell to purchasers 
that have met the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) accredited investor 
status pursuant to Rule 501 of Regulation D of the Securities Act 1933.

Although MBYS LLC is not issuing securities (MESH Tokens are utilitarian and to 
be used within MBYS and other similar platforms), it seeks to ensure that those 
purchasing MESH tokens are deemed to have a level of comfort in making 
token purchases using the test that the US authorities prescribed for the identi 
cation of what it deems “sophisticated” persons. 

For this, the MBYS Company chose the SEC’s definition of “accredited investors”. 
The MBYS Company is respectful of this classification although it has some 
ideological differences with the foundational basis for the same. Further, 
MBYS LLC does not wish to introduce non-sophisticated persons to this young 
industry, if there is a risk that it leads them to purchase other tokens because of 
the unsubstantiated attraction of returns surrounding the Initial Coin Offerings 
(“ICO”) movement. MBYS LLC understands that this may be a temporary 
situation before clarity and guidance is obtained from the US authorities, 
but for now with the current state of affairs with ICOs, it prefers to accept a 
“classification” of US persons, which seems acceptable to US authorities, and 
therefore its residents. To everyone else, except the United States of America: 
Blockchain and cryptocurrency is global from day one, and we welcome those 
jurisdictions that do not claim extraterritorial jurisdictions over the actions of 
their residents to participate freely in the purchase of MESH tokens. These MESH 
tokens will be issued from MBYS in Estonia.
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Disclaimers
THIS DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AND IS NOT INTENDED TO BE AN OFFER OF SECURITIES 
OR ANY OTHER FINANCIAL OR INVESTMENT INSTRUMENT IN ANY JURISDICTION.

MBYS LLC. DOES NOT REPRESENT THAT THIS WHITE PAPER DISCLOSES ALL RISKS 
AND OTHER SIGNIFICANT ASPECTS ASSOCIATED WITH MESH TOKENS, MBYS LLC 
AND/OR THE MBYS PLATFORM.

MBYS LLC EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY TO 
ANY PERSON FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR ANY OTHER KIND 
OF LOSS OR DAMAGE WHATSOEVER ARISING DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY FROM: 
(I) RELIANCE ON ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS WHITE PAPER, (II) ANY 
ERROR, OMISSION OR INACCURACY IN ANY SUCH INFORMATION, OR (III) ANY 
ACTION RESULTING THEREFROM.

This White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not constitute 
and is not intended to be an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to buy, or a 
recommendation of: (i) MESH tokens, (ii) an investment in the MBYS platform or 
any project or property of MBYS LLC , or (iii) shares or other securities in MBYS 
LLC or any affiliated or associated company in any jurisdiction. MBYS LLC does 
not represent that the MESH tokens discussed in this White Paper are suitable for 
any particular buyer. You are solely responsible for determining whether MESH 
tokens are appropriate for you based on your personal objectives, financial 
circumstances, and risk tolerance. You should consult your business advisor, 
attorney, or tax and accounting advisor regarding your specific business, legal, 
or tax situation.

By publishing this White Paper, MBYS LLC does not intend to solicit, and is not 
soliciting, any action with respect to MESH tokens or any contractual relationship 
with MBYS LLC or any affiliated or associated company. If MBYS LLC elects to 
conduct a sale of MBYS ( Token Sale ), any offer to sell MESH tokens will be 
made solely under the terms and conditions of a binding legal agreement 
between the buyer and MBYS LLC, the details of which will be made available 
at https://mbys.io separately from this White Paper.

Nothing in this White Paper shall be construed as imposing on any person an 
obligation to participate in the Token Sale. No act relating in and of itself to this 
White Paper, including but not limited to, requesting a copy of this White Paper 
or sharing this White Paper, shall constitute participation in the Token Sale.

This White Paper includes forward-looking statements. Except for historical 
information, the matters discussed in this White Paper are forward-looking 
statements that involve certain risks and uncertainties, such as MBYS LLC’s 
expectations regarding the availability, functionality, and performance of 
the Indorse platform, use cases for the platform, future development of the 
platform, and the market conditions affecting the platform. Those risks and 
uncertainties also include, among other things, whether the proposed Token 
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Sale is consummated at all or on the terms outlined in this White Paper. If any 
of those risks or uncertainties materialise, or should underlying assumptions 
prove incorrect, actual results or outcomes may vary materially from those 
expected. MBYS LLC disclaims any intention or obligation to update publicly 
or reverse such statements, whether as a result of new information, future 
events, or otherwise. MBYS LLC has endeavored to make reasonable attempts 
to ensure the information in this document is factually true and is a correct 
representation of the platform at the material time of publishing. However, as a 
result of development there may be changes to the platform, including but not 
limited to: the platform mechanism, the platform tokens, the token mechanism, 
proposed allocation of tokens, proposed distribution of funds raised, that 
may not be included in this or any other version of this White Paper. MBYS LLC 
may, but is not obligated to, give notice of any changes to this or any other 
version of this White Paper by publishing updates on its website. All persons are 
responsible for ensuring that they have the latest version of this White Paper 
and reading and understanding its contents. MESH tokens are cryptographic 
tokens intended to be used by the MBYS platform. MESH tokens are not intended 
to be any of the following:

• Currency of any kind

• Shares or interest in a collective investment scheme

• Stocks, debentures, notes, warrants, certificates or any other instrument, 
the purpose of which is to grant a right to interest, dividend, payment or 
any kind of return from any person

• Any form of security

• Equity interest or evidence of ownership in any legal entity

At the time of this writing, (i) with the exception of being used to place 
advertisements on the platform, MESH tokens cannot be exchanged for goods 
or services, (ii) MESH tokens and (iii) MESH tokens cannot be traded on any 
known exchanges.

There is no guarantee that any MESH tokens subject of the Token Sale will increase 
in or retain its value. It may decrease in value. MBYS LLC makes no representation 
as to the value ascribed to the MESH tokens, and expressly disclaims any and 
all liability that may arise as a result of the change in any value ascribed to 
any or all of them.MBYS LLC, as the organiser of the proposed Token Sale, may 
be required under laws/ regulations of the applicable jurisdictions to carry 
out, among others, anti-money laundering, counter-terrorism financing checks 
and/or any other background checks on Token Sale participants ( KYC checks 
). By participating in the Token Sale, all participants agree to comply fully with 
such KYC checks, and represent that all information disclosed to MBYS LLC. for 
the purpose of compliance with such KYC checks are complete and accurate 
to the best of their knowledge.
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